
• Culturing mammary tissue explants containing 

multiple cell types for mimicking tumor 

complexity

• Modifying cellulose gels further for tuning        

cell responses
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in women [1], highlighting the 

need for more effective treatment options. 3D cell culture systems mimicking extracellular 

matrix are expected to provide new insights into immuno-oncology research. However, many 

existing 3D culture models for breast cancer use poorly defined animal tumor –derived 

matrices that suffer from batch-to-batch variation and limited mechanical tunability. This leads 

to non-reproducible results and unpredictable changes in cell behavior [3]. Cellulose-based

hydrogels are ideal alternatives for current 3D culture models due to their well-defined 

chemistry, natural abundance and biocompatibility [4]

2. Cell isolation

3. 3D cell culture 

within hydrogel

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the workflow. Cells from human cell lines or primary tissue are embedded into a hydrogel for 3D cell culture. Not only does 

the gel act as mechanical and structural support, but it also provides the cells with various physical and biochemical cues. At the end of the culture period, cell 

phenotype is characterized to assess biological response to gel material.

• Viscoelastic properties

• Network structure

• Surface charge

Figure 2. 3D immune cell culture in cellulose gels. Peripheral blood mononuclear 

cells (PBMCs) were cultured in various cellulose gels for 48 h and the extent of cell 

death was evaluated with CellTox™ Green Cytotoxicity Assay. 
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Approach

Objectives
➢ Investigate the potential of cellulose-based hydrogels in 3D cell culture and compare their 

performance to standard culture conditions 

➢ Understand the relationship between matrix properties and cell responses to develop more 

robust and biologically-relevant 3D breast cancer models

Results

• Both nanofibrillar cellulose and methylcellulose 

gels are suitable for 3D immune cell culture but 

lead to different cell organization 

• More in-depth biological studies will be carried 

out to determine resulting immune cell 

populations and immune responses 

Conclusions

Future directions


